Hyco Shooting Club
Safety Rules and Regulations
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No new member is allowed to use the range until he or she has received a Range Safety
Orientation including a firing exercise and instruction on proper use of Club facilities.
NO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OR CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES areallowed on the Range
property.
For your own safety, always wear ear protection.
All weapons must be unloaded and bolts open when other members are down range or when anyone is
past the firing line.
No handling of weapons when members or guests are downrange.
Do not shoot above the berms or backstops.
Treat every weapon as if it were loaded.
Shooting Hours are weekdays; Sunrise to Sunset. Sunday: 01:00 P.M. until Sunset.
Do not drive on the range.
Shoot only at Targets in front of berms close enough so that all bullets go into the berm and
cannot ricochet over the berm.
No one under 18 years of age is allowed to shoot on Club property unless accompanied and supervised
by an adult club member
Hyco Shooting Club reserves the right, at any time, to revoke your membership for unacceptable
behavior, destructive and/or unsafe practices.
The range is closed the fourth Saturday of each month for the Silhouette Match until the match is over.
DO NOT shoot silhouette targets with centerfire rifles.
DO NOT exceed 5 MPH Speed Limit while traveling thru the residential portion of the driveway to get
to the range.
Prohibited Firearms: Any rifle firing a projectile larger than .45 calibers, except black powder hunting
rifles. Fully automatic firearms are prohibited, or rifles modified to simplate full auto fire. Commercial
and homemade cannon or mortars of any size or projectile are also prohibited.
Each member is responsible for cleaning up their trash and brass before he leaves the range
Membership badges must be worn at all times on range property.
Members and guests must sign-in on the register upon arrival at the range and sign out when they leave.
THINK SAFETY FIRST!
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